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Education plays a vital role in anyone’s life. We all know that a good education has the ability to change one’s life. Education is one of the most effective ways of emancipating our lives from the guillotine of poverty. It also liberates us from ignorance and erroneous and shallow knowledge. Thru formal education, we could garner and accumulate much-needed knowledge which we could apply to our everyday life.

Others consider education as the gateway to fame, notability, wealth and power while some chronicle education as the right avenue towards the attainment of someone's ambitions and dreams whereas some attach education as the main thoroughfare towards a successful tomorrow and fortunate fortune. It also gives us the chance to choose what appropriate life is for us. Education is a continuous and unending process especially now that many learnings are sprouting, many discoveries are unveiled, and lots of inventions are ready for exposure.

Education starts at home. What is seen, what is heard and what is experienced, determine what a child will be. It is, therefore the responsibility of the school to connect and to rectify the bad habits and corrupt characters a migraine and infuse into the perception of the child by his home and by his community. It is the learning institutions and academies that serve as correctional to children whose understanding of the right and wrong are almost the same. We should prepare our youths to be productive and good citizens of the Philippines and of the world.
Thus we can confidently say that education is very important in the all-round development of the personality of a human being. He cannot dream of success, fame, name, and wealth in life without it.

Because of education, gone are the days of economic slavery, bonded labor, pangs on account of being an untouchable and being misled by black magic. Thus we can say, that education has kindled the masses all over the world.
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